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&lt;/lyrics&gt;
{{Translation|Japanese}}

==Romanized Japanese==
&lt;lyrics&gt;
dorehodo adeyaka ni
saku hana yori mo
amayaka ni chiru no wa
kimi wo koiuru
watashi no mune no chi deshou

tojita mabuta no yami made
kurenai ni someage
usuzumi kemuruko no yo wo
uzumeteyuku deshou

houmutte kudasai
watashi wo
haru no kono hi ni

muku hodo zankoku na
hohoemi wa nai
yasashii kimi wo shiru
sono tabi
ai wa kakuwashiku wazurau

douka
hajimete deatte
jikan wo e no you ni
kirei ni tojikometa mama
omoidaseru yoru ni

houmutte kudasai
mankai no
sakura no moto ni

ushinai kagetamono
yobimodoshitemo
nagusami no bourei
shidsukana hone
ude no naka de kuzureru

kimi wo dakishimeta toki ni
kaette yukeru nara
kore kara ikirusubete no
hibi nado sutemashou

fuseta mabuta no yami made
kurenai ni someage
usuzumi kemuru watashi no
kono yo wo kiyomemashou

houmutte kudasai
kimi no te de
haru no kono hi ni
&lt;/lyrics&gt;
||
==Translation==
&lt;lyrics&gt;
To the extant of many, it blooms more 
beautifully than any other flower
Being able to love you
with the blood of my heart
is probably falling sweetly



Until the darkness of your closed eyes
is completely dyed crimson
This world will turn hazy with 
think ink and cover it

Please
Bury me
on this spring day

To the extent of being so pure,
I am without the harsh smile
I know the gentle you
from that time and our 
love is falling fragrantly ill

Please,
The first time we met by chance
Like a picture of time
Just like it's beautifully imprisoned
and I will remember in the night

Please bury me
Beneath the fullness
of the cherry blossoms

As we are about to be parted
I call back
the ghosts of our playtime
as the quiet bones
break in my arms

If I am able to go back
to the time where I embraced you
From this, living through everything
Let's throw away these days

Until the darkness of your covered eyes
is completely dyed crimson
I am becoming hazy with think ink
Let's purify this world

Please bury me
With your hands
On this spring day
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